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In order to investigate the compositional techniques of skaldic poetry and determine if any 
oral formulae or other compositional methods played a role in the creation of skaldic poetry, I 
have collected the alliterating and rhyming words from 1486 couplets by 68 different poets, 
including 19 anonymous poems, and investigated whether any of these word combinations 
were repeated within the poetry of different skalds. Many such examples of recurrent word 
constellations were found in this study; including some couplets by different poets which 
shared almost word for word similarity within and without the alliteration and hending 
categories, others couplets which shared a number of similar words within both hending and 
alliteration contexts, but few or none outside of those categories, and yet others that shared 
similarities only between alliteration or hending word pairs. While there are many examples 
of these word constellations of various sizes occurring within the works of different skalds, 
very rarely do they recur between more than two different poets. From this, it seems unlikely 
that oral formulae played a significant role in the composition of alliterative and hending 
word combinations in skaldic poetry. Rather, it seems that skalds may have appropriated 
convenient alliterating and hending word constellations from each other’s works and 
incorporated these choice word combinations or phrases, often with great subtlety into their 
own work in an original context.  
This subtle appropriation allowed for originality in composition while, at the same time, 
taking inspiration or compositional aide from an earlier skald’s work. Appropriation as a 
compositional technique supports the idea that skalds were very much aware of the skaldic 
corpus, both from their own time and from earlier centuries. The frequent subtlety of the 
appropriation which is found in my research could also be a way to avoid being accused of 
plagiarism by other knowledgeable skalds. Intelligent and original use of these borrowed 
word constellations also supports the argument for the importance of originality in the 
composition of skaldic poetry. From my research it appears that the appropriation of 
alliterative and hending word constellations was likely used as a compositional technique by 




centuries. The most notable skalds with inter-related alliterative and 
hending word constellations mentioned in this paper include Glúmr Geirason, Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld, and Óttarr svarti, but a great number of other skalds also share word 
constellation similarities and I believe that with a more throrough and all encompassing 
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It is my purpose for this paper to investigate whether oral formulae played a role in the 
composition of skaldic poetry, why it does or does not follow set formulae, what methods, if 
any, can be surmised from the following data to have aided in skaldic composition, and what 
this means for our understanding of Old Norse skaldic poetry. For the purpose of this paper, I 
have investigated frequent word pairs or constellations within the alliteration and hending of 
couplets from various skalds. As such, the focus of this paper has been solely on alliterating 
and rhyming words and the contexts in which they appear within skaldic verse. Any other 
compositional techniques which can be reconstructed or hypothesized from my research have 
also been investigated and used to gain a broader understanding of skaldic poetry as an oral 
art form. The spontaneous composition of oral poetry as complex as skaldic verse must have 
been a difficult and complicated undertaking and any tools, however small or subtle, would 
likely have been a great aide in composition. Gaining a better understanding of these methods 
of composition is a difficult task and it is therefore helpful to approach this topic from 
different perspectives using various kinds of data to discover new possibilities. The use 
combination of alliteration and hending word combinations to attempt to discover previously 
unthought-of possibilities is a primary goal of this study and it is my hope that any such 
insights that can be gleaned from my research will, at the very least, encourage further 
research into alliterative and rhyming word constellations or other aspects of skaldic poetry. 
1.1 Previous Research 
To my knowledge, no research exists which investigates oral formulae or other compositional 
strategies by collecting alliteration and hending from skaldic poetry. Other scholars have 
certainly discussed formulae and composition by using other aspects of skaldic poetry, most 
notably the use of kenning and heiti, alongside othe metrical considerations, in composition. 
Kenning is not the focus of this thesis except where it overlaps with alliteration or hending, 
but its relevance as potential evidence for skaldic compositional technique is very relatable to 
this paper. Two scholars whose works I found to be of particular relevance to my own study 
of compositional techniques are Frog and Elena Gurevich, both of whom discuss such 
strategies in their works. Frog investigates oral compositional techniques by analyzing 
kenning and metrical considerations in relation to how they play a part in the composition of 
situational verse. His article "Speech-acts in skaldic verse: Genre, compositional strategies 
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and improvisation" concludes that there were many compositional strategies internalized by 
skalds that interact in various ways and contribute to a flexible multi-form of formulae used 
in dróttkvætt meter.
1
 Elena Gurevich focuses more on the system of kennings than on other 
metrical considerations, specifically on how kenning and heiti variation allows for greater 
originality in composition. She argues in her article “The System of Kennings” that there is a 
complex traditional structure to the kenning system that required poets to use a vocabulary of 
traditional kennings and heiti, but also encouraged them to restructure or expand upon the 
system to create original kenning variations for their own compositions.
2
 These scholars 
argue for the presence of compositional techniques in skaldic poetry that allow for variation 
within a complex traditional structure or that are able to interact with each other in various 
ways to allow for freedom and variation in composition. Their respective works should be 
referred to for further insight into the compositional techniques of the skalds. For a general 
overview of oral formulaic theory in Old Norse scholarship, one should refer to Paul Acker’s 
“Revising Oral Theory: Formulaic Composition in Old English and Old Icelandic Verse.”3 
Other sources relevant to this paper include the volumes of Skaldic Poetry of the 
Scandinavian Middle Ages, specifically the “Poetry from the Kings Sagas” volumes,4 5 which 
discuss many of the poems and poets used as examples in this thesis.  
1.2 Methodology 
In order to accomplish the outlined goals for this paper, I have collected and analyzed a 
sizable selection of couplets from the skaldic corpus and recorded the alliterating and 
rhyming words in a spreadsheet. This allows for efficient discovery and analysis of repeated 
words or phrases as they reappear in different poems and authors. Because of the limited 
scope and length of this thesis, I have restricted my data collection to poems which are 
available for electronic access and thus allow for the greatest amount of data to be collected 
in the most efficient way possible. The website Heimskringla.no contains digitized poems 
                                                          
1
 Frog, "Speech-acts in skaldic verse: Genre, compositional strategies and improvisation" in Versatility in 
Versification: Multidisciplinary Approaches to Metrics, ed. Tonya Kim Dewey and Frog, 223-246, (New York: 
Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., 2009) 
2
 Elena A. Gurevich, “The System of Kennings” in Nordica Bergensia 3, (1994), 139-56 
3
 Paul Acker, “Revising Oral Theory: Formulaic Composition in Old English and Old Icelandic Verse,” Garland 
Studies in Medieval Literature 16, (New York and London: Garland, 1997) 
4
 Poetry from the Kings' Sagas 1: From Mythical Times to c. 1035, ed. Diana Whaley, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry 
of the Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2012) 
5
 Poetry from the Kings' Sagas 2: From c. 1035 to c. 1300, ed. Kari Ellen Gade, Volume II of Skaldic Poetry of the 
Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2009) 
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 centuries and has been used to gather an extensive and 
efficient selection of data which can be used for this investigation. This selection includes 
1486 couplets of relevant meter and 68 individual named skalds and 19 poems from 
anonymous poets. Because of the limited scope of this thesis, it is not possible to undertake a 
source critical evaluation of the authenticity of each poem herein discussed, therefore; in 
order to compensate for the lack of such an intensive source evaluation, I have used a 
relatively large corpus of poetry in order to offset any deviances. Hending and alliteration are 
used in this thesis as a heuristic tool for the purpose of finding any present formulae within 
the analyzed poetry, as alliterating or rhyming formulae would be the most obviously helpful 
to poets for composing in dróttkvætt and related meters.  
 
Because of the need for at least three alliterating words and four hending words per couplet, 
only poems where the majority of their stanzas meet these requirements have been selected 
from Heimskringla.no
6
 and the alliterations and hendings gathered therefrom have been 
compared. This method is also apt to find occurrences of borrowing or paraphrasing between 
skalds, but determining the difference between a borrowing and a formula is a matter of 
interpretation. In order to determine whether it is borrowing or formulae at work in any given 
example of inter-skaldic similarity, I will use the frequency of a similarity’s occurrence 
among different poets to interpret the data. If there are only two or very few repetitions of a 
given word constellation between different poets, the repeated words are more likely the 
result of borrowing or appropriation than of oral formulae. Thus, where the same repeated 
word combinations recur in many different poets’ works, it is more likely the result of a 
repeated formula than a borrowing. Only a few occurrences of such word combinations 
between two or very few skalds could also be the result of faulty transmission and the 
resulting loss of a significant portion of the skaldic corpus or, alternatively, the limited size of 
my own data set. If these missing poems were to be somehow included in this study, the less 
frequent repetitions might prove to have been part of a more frequently repeated formula 
found again in the missing poetry. If this is the case however, one would not expect to see an 
overwhelming majority of word constellations repeated between only two poets in this study, 
as there is no reason to suspect that the vicissitudes of transmission would favor the 
preservation of two recurrences over many. The results which are used in this paper have also 
been compared with more authoritative sources, such as Den norsk-islandske skjaldedigtning 
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 Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: Første Bind B1 Rettet Tekst 800 - 1200, ed. Finnur Jónsson, 





 and Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages for verification of 
the data’s accuracy. 
 
The nature of the data collected for this study requires a quantitative count of word 
frequencies and constellations within the corpus, but also a qualitative analysis of thematic 
context and interpretation of the findings. Ideally some sort of statistical analysis would be 
preferred when looking for a clear-cut formulae or other compositional technique, but 
without clearly frequent repetition or word combinations within the data, a statistical analysis 
would be hard pressed to find clear significance within this data-set. Given more time and a 
complete and thorough record of all alliteration and hending from the entire skaldic corpus, a 
clearer picture and more mathematical analysis could perhaps be put in place, but a larger 
data-set will always be preferred and without the time or means for such a comprehensive 
analysis, the selection of the skaldic corpus analyzed herein will still provide an interesting 
and informative investigation and analysis basis for future research. 
 
Upon completion of data collection and organization by frequent word pairs or constellations, 
I have investigated any instances of recurring words within both alliteration and hending, 
analyzing their similarities and differences not only in word constellations, but also within 
their poetic context and use in their respective poems. I have also investigated other 
possibilities which might result in such similarities by looking at their chronological context 
as much as it is possible to be determined. It is necessary to acknowledge the difficulties of 
accurately dating some skaldic poems or verses and, for this reason, the chronological 
comparisons of the less certainly dated poems should be taken with a grain of salt, but may be 
used to at least to explore possibilities of poetic contact between different skalds from 
different time periods alongside more certain dating. 
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 Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde 
og Bagger, 1973) 
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2 Data Analysis  
2.1 Recurrent Word Constellations 
When analyzing the collected data of alliteration and hending pairs in skaldic couplets, many 
different patterns can be discerned including word  combinations used in more than one poem 
and by more than one poet; while some of these recurring words appear strictly within the 
alliteration, first line hending, or second line hending, other combinations can extend beyond 
the borders of these categories, sometimes resulting in nearly word for word similarities 
between couplets composed by different poets. The first examples of inter-skaldic similarity 
to be discussed in this paper include those verses which have the most words in common 
within both the alliteration and hending categories. The first of these examples showing 
remarkable resemblance comes from a pair of couplets from “Lausavísur” by Egill 






Table 1 “Lausavísur” by Egill Skallagrímsson and “Lausavísur” by Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason 



































5 austr unnar Eirekr austr hesti Eirekr fleiri 
Source  Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
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 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. 
Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 42-53, v. 8, p. 44 
9
 Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason, “Lausavísur,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første 
Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 185-188, v. 5, p. 186 
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Egill Skallagrímsson  
C.A. 924 A.D. 
  
Gerðum hølzti harða 
hríð fyr Jótlands síðu, 
barðisk vel sás varði 
víkingr Dana ríki, 
áðr á sund fyr sandi 
snarfengr með lið drengja 
austr af unnar hesti 
Eyvindr of hljóp skreyja.
10
 
Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason  
C.A. 1002-1003 A.D. 
 
Segið ér frá jarli  
oddfeimu staf þeima,  
hann hefr litnar h  var  
 h rr karl es s   b  rur,  
sigreynir hefr sénar  
sjalfr í miklu gjalfri  
austr fyr unnar hesti  




The first thing to note about the above example is that vowel alliteration is used. This allows 
for different vowels to begin the words participating in the alliteration, but in this case, both 
Egill and Gunnlaugr use the same first two alliterating words: “austr” and “unnar” and the 
third alliteration is a name beginning with the diphthongs “/ey/,/ei/,” respectively “Eyvindr” 
and “Eirekr.” The first lines of the couplets also share common hendings. In this case, the 
alliteration “austr” is used as the first word of the hending pair, complementing “hesti.” 
Interestingly, within the first line of the couplet, the only difference is the preposition used by 
each poet, Egill’s line reading “austr af unnar hesti”12 and Gunnlaugr’s “austr fyr unnar 
hesti.”13 The second lines of the poets’ respective couplets share only the use of the 
alliterating names as the first words in the second line hendings, although the presence of 
proper names in each context creates a certain structural similarity. The rest of the second line 
words are all different from one another due both to context and the two names’ differing 
requirements for internal rhyme. 
 
The remarkable similarities between the two couplets suggest the possibility of a later skald 
turning to an earlier exemplar for inspiration for their own poem about a different person. In 
this case, that would likely be Gunnlaugr referring to Egill’s earlier verse if dating and 
authorship are correct. While it is difficult to completely rule out coincidence, in this example 
the relevant words not only have the same grammatical form, but also appear in the same 
order within their respective couplets. The recurring words also participate in the same 
alliteration and hending pairs, with changes only seen where name change and context 
demand them. 
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 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur,” v. 8, p. 44 
11
 Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason, “Lausavísur,” v. 5, p. 186 
12
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur,” v. 8, p. 44 
13
 Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason, “Lausavísur,” v. 5, p. 186 
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Egill Skallagrímsson  
...áðr á sund fyr sandi 
snarfengr með lið drengja 
austr af unnar hesti 






...sigreynir hefr sénar  
sjalfr í miklu gjalfri  
austr fyr unnar hesti  
Eirekr bláar fleiri.
 15
   
 
…before sturdy Eyvindr skreyja leapt from 
his horse of waves into the sound with his 





…Eirekr battle-tester has seen for himself in 
the great din of the sea east before (his) horse 
of waves many black (waves). 
 
Specific contextual differences in the appearance of these two couplets in their respective 
poems show that one author could not simply have copied directly from another to fill in a 
missing line or two from their own poem. Both stanzas certainly deal with similar 
circumstances involving warriors, ships, and waves, but Egill’s stanza involves an attack on 
Jutland by Eyvindr skreyja who leaps into the sea from his ship with his men. Gunnlaugr’s on 
the other hand tells of Eirekr familiarity with the black waves of the sea as he has seen from 
his ship. The commonalities between these two circumstances include the direction east, 
“austr,” and the kenning for ship, wave horse or horse of waves, “unnar hesti.” While finding 
a kenning for ship would be a common occurrence, this particular kenning’s combination 
with “austr” and a name starting with ‘E’ is far less likely. Couple this with the same word 
forms and order and the influence of one poem upon the other becomes much more plausible. 
The alliterating words and first rhyming pair seem to have been appropriated by Gunnlaugr 
from the earlier poem and woven neatly into a new verse with similar kenning and theme, but 
very different meaning. 
 
Another possible reason for the similar alliteration and hending between these two couplets 
could also be that a scribe borrowed a line or phrase from one poem in order to fill in a 
missing part of another. This is a difficult possibility to prove either way, but the way in 
which these recurring words are appropriately woven into the rhyme scheme indicates that 
even if it was the work of a later scribe, rather than the original poet, the scribe must have had 
a fair knowledge of skaldic poetic composition. As there is seemingly no great change in 
word constellation frequency over time within the data-set that I have collected, it is a distinct 
possibility that such borrowing, appropriation, or plagiarism may have been something that 
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 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur,” v. 8, p. 44 
15
 Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason, “Lausavísur,” v. 5, p. 186 
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existed throughout the skaldic period and therefore could have been used by skalds both early 
and late.  
 
This example and eight others from Gunnlaugs saga were noted for their remarkable 
similarities with other poems and skalds by Kari Ellen Gade in a chapter on “The Dating and 
Attributions of Verses in the Skald Sagas” from Skaldsagas: Text, Vocation, and Desire in 
the Icelandic Sagas of Poets.
16
 Gade concludes that because of the large number of 
similarities between poetry attributed to Gunnlaugr and that of other skalds, “most of the 
stanzas in Gunnlaugs saga  are  spurious” and “most if not all of the dróttkvætt stanzas in 
Gunnlaugs saga…are the work of later skalds…”17 Gade calls these similarities “echoes of 
earlier poetry” which “are too numerous to be fortuitous,”18 a sentiment with which I agree in 
terms of the examples which have thus far been discussed in this paper.  
 
The similarities between the two poets seem too great to be mere chance, but the skill with 
which they are woven into a new context and poem proves that the author was a skilled poet 
and not just a plagiarist. I would thus conclude that this example is an appropriation of part of 
an earlier poem into a later poem which was perhaps composed by or, in Gade’s view 
attributed to, Gunnlaugr. Appropriation or borrowing as a poetic compositional tool is by 
necessity a later trend, as the earliest skalds would have had a much smaller corpus to draw 
from and by this standard it is no surprise that the author of Gunnlaugr’s couplet has drawn 
on the work of an earlier skald like Egill for inspiration or assistance in his or her own 
composition.  
 
The next example which seems to indicate Old Norse Skald’s knowledge of and reliance on 
earlier exemplars is found in the similarity between a couplet from “Haustl ng” by Þjóðólfr 








                                                          
16
 Kari Ellen Gade, “The Dating and Attributions of Verses in the Skald Sagas,” in Text, Vocation, and Desire in 
the Icelandic Sagas of Poets, ed. Russell Gilbert Poole, (New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2001), 50-74 
17
 Gade, “The Dating and Attributions of Verses in the Skald Sagas,” 73 
18
 Gade, “The Dating and Attributions of Verses in the Skald Sagas,” 73 
19
 Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni, “Haustlǫng,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur 
Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 14-18, v. 6, p. 15 
20
 Anonymous, “Om Tor,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur 
Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 171 
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Table 2 “Haustlǫng” by Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni and an anonymous “Lausavísur” 




























6 djúphugaðr dræpi dolg djúphugaðr dræpi ballastan vallar 
Anonymous 1 djúphugaðr dræpi dolga djúphugaðr dræpi rammr hamri 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 





Ok slíðrliga síðan  
svangr (vas þat fyr l ngu   
át af eikirótum  
okbj rn faðir Marnar,  
áðr djúphugaðr dræpi  
dolg ballastan vallar  
hirði-Týr meðal herða  






Áðr djúphugaðr dræpi 
dolga rammr með hamri 





Like the couplets by Egill Skallagrímsson and Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason, these couplets 
share alliteration and first line hending, but these examples take similarity one step further as 
they have the same word for their third alliterations; which differ in grammatical form alone. 
Identical forms of “djúphugaðr” and “dræpi” are used by both poets and, in fact, both first 
lines of these couplets are identical; reading “ ðr djúphugaðr dræpi” with the first words of 
the second lines being “dolg” for  Þjóðólfr and “dolga” for the anonymous poem.23 24 “Dolg” 
does not take part in the second lines hending pair however, and once again context causes 
the words of the second lines to differ from one another.  
 
When taking a deeper look into the context of these two couplets within their stanzas other 
similarities can also be clearly seen. Tarrin Wills noted the similarity in content, kenning, and 
word constellation in his work on “The Anonymous Verse in the Third Grammatical 
Treatise.”25 Wills translates the helmings as follows: 
                                                          
21
 Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni, “Haustlǫng,” v. 6, p. 15 
22
 Anonymous, “Om Tor,” 171 
23
 Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni, “Haustlǫng,” v. 6, p. 15 
24
 Anonymous, “Om Tor,” 171 
25
 Tarrin Wills, “The Anonymous Verse in the Third Grammatical Treatise,” in The Fantastic in Old 




… ðr djúphugaðr dræpi 
dolga ramr með hamri 





Þjóðólfr ór Hvini 
… ðr djúphugaðr dræpi 
dolg ballastan vallar 






…before the deep-minded, mighty, reliable, 
victory-blessed father of Magni [=Þórr] 
struck the enemies of the sea of wagons [land 





…before the deep-minded guarding-Týr of 
booty [=Loki] struck the very strong enemy 
of the field [giant] from above between the 
shoulders with a pole.
29
 
Wills suggests that the similarity between these two verses and the presence of this kenning 
for giant as “enemy of the land” could indicate oral transmission.30 The situations described 
in each stanza are certainly very similar as both involve a god striking a giant with a blunt 
object, and this could very well be indicative of the subtle changes that can occur when a 
story or poem is passed on orally over a long period of time. I do not think it is possible to 
rule out appropriation playing a role in the similarity between these two verses however, 
especially without more context for the anonymous half-stanza which could relate the stories 
more closely. Without more contextual similarities and subtle differences within at least 
another anonymous half-stanza nothing can be said conclusively, but as it stands now there 
are enough differences in these two half-stanzas to support this interpretation. It is well 
within the realm of possibility that the later poet used the earlier poem as an exemplar to 
describe a similar mythological situation. The identical first lines and first word of the second 
line only say “before the deep-minded  one  struck the enemy/enemies  of the land or ‘sea of 
wagons’)” could easily be appropriated into a similarly themed poem. Oral transmission is 
still relevant in the appropriation theory as it is quite impossible to borrow from an earlier 
poet in an oral society without hearing the poem at some point or seeing it written down or 
carved, which is unlikely during the time period of these couplets. Thus oral transmission 
plays an important role in both aforementioned possibilities for the origin of the stanza’s 
similarities, provided that the second stanza is not very late. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
Conference, Durham and York, 6th-12th August, ed. John McKinnell, David Ashurst and Donata Kick (Durham: 
Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2006), 1054-1063 
26
 Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni, “Haustlǫng,” v. 6, p. 15 
27
 Anonymous, “Om Tor,” 171 
28
 Tarrin Wills, “The Anonymous Verse in the Third Grammatical Treatise,” 1060 
29
 Tarrin Wills, “The Anonymous Verse in the Third Grammatical Treatise,” 1060 
30
 Tarrin Wills, “The Anonymous Verse in the Third Grammatical Treatise,” 1060 
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While the anonymity of the composer of “Om Tor” presents some difficulties, the suspected 
different time periods for the compositions of the two poems could support the oral 
transmission and appropriation theories for the origin of these couplets. This, just as the first 
example, could indicate that later skalds had knowledge of earlier poets’ poems and would 
sometimes use parts of them to aid in the creation of their own poetry. The third example to 
be discussed differs from the first two in that the skalds lived more or less contemporarily and 
the poems were probably composed much more closely together than the previous examples.  
 
In this case, the example poems include couplets from Egill Skallagrímsson’s “Lausavísur,” 
whence the first example from Egill also comes, and from V lu-Steinn’s “Ǫgmundardr pa.” 
“Ǫgmundardr pa” is dated to around 950 A.D.31 while the verse by Egill is dated to 978 
A.D.
32
 It is certainly possible that these more or less contemporary poets could have had 
contact with one another’s works, although in this case by the dating ascribed to each poet’s 
couplet, it would be Egill quoting or taking direction from a slightly earlier poem rather than 
vice versa, as was the case in the earlier example from Egill. As the time difference between 
the following examples is not as great as the previous, it is perhaps somewhat less remarkable 
that one skald should be aware of another’s oral composition, but it is the alliteration and 
hending that are once again notably similar.  
Table 3 “Lausavísur” by Egill Skallagrímsson and “Ǫgmundardrápa” by Vǫlu-Steinn 

























Vǫlu-Steinn 2 jǫrð orða endr jǫrð orða endr sendi 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
43 jǫrð orðum endr jǫrð orðum endr hendi 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
                                                          
31
 Vǫlu-Steinn, “Ǫgmundardrápa,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. 
Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 93, v.2, p.93 
32






Spanðak j rð með orðum 
endr Steinari ór hendi, 
ek þóttumk þá orka 
arfa Geirs til þarfar; 
mér brásk minnar systur 
m gr, hétumk þ  f gru, 
m ttit b ls of bindask 







Mank, þats j rð við orða 
endr myrk Danar sendi 
grœnnar gr fnum munni 
gein Hl ðvinjar beina.34 
In this example, the only difference in alliteration is the word form of the second alliteration 
word “orð-,“ while “j rð” and “endr” have the same forms. The first line hendings also use 
the same words with the only difference being the same “orð-“ variation and the second line 
hendings share the same first word “endr,” but have different, though similar, second words. 
Like in the first example with Egill and Gunnlaugr, the third alliterating word participates in 
the second rhyming pair. While these couplets are very similar when examined in respect to 
alliterating words and hendings, they are very different when taken in the context of the rest 
of the words in each line. For example V lu-Steinn’s couplet reads: “Mank, þats j rð við 
orða endr myrk Danar sendi…”35 as opposed to Egill’s “Spanðak j rð með orðum endr 
Steinari ór hendi…”36 Egill relates how he used words to acquire land from the hands of a 
man named Steinar, while V lu-Steinn’s stanza remembers the burial of his son. 
Egill Skallagrímsson 
Spanðak j rð með orðum 
endr Steinari ór hendi, 
ek þóttumk þá orka 





Mank, þats j rð við orða 
endr myrk Danar sendi 
grœnnar gr fnum munni 
gein Hl ðvinjar beina. 38 
 
Previously I enticed the land out of the hands 
of Steinarr with words,  
I thought then to work for the needs of the 
heir of Geirr.  
 
 
I remember how the earth once yawned with 
dug-open mouth for the disposer of green 









                                                          
33
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur,” v. 8, p. 44 
34
 Vǫlu-Steinn, “Ǫgmundardrápa,” v.2, p.93 
35
 Vǫlu-Steinn, “Ǫgmundardrápa,” v.2, p.93 
36
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur” v. 43, p. 52 
37
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur” v. 43, p. 52 
38
 Vǫlu-Steinn, “Ǫgmundardrápa,” v. 2, p. 93 
39
 Snorri Sturluson, “Skaldskaparmal,” in Edda, trans. and ed. Anthony Faulkes, (London: J.M. Dent, 1995), 134-
135 
40
 Snorri Sturluson, “Skáldskaparmál,” in Edda: 2. Glossary and Index of Names, ed. Anthony Faulkes, 
(University College London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1998), 452 
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As can be seen from the above translations, and unlike the first two comparisons, these 
helmings have completely different meanings and content. They have a similar construction, 
beginning with word conjunctions with “ek” and follow similar word placement for the 
alliterating words “j rð,” “orð-,“ and “endr,” but Egill’s stanza uses “orðum” as a dative of 
instrument by which he acquired “j rð,” while V lu-Steinn uses “orða” as part of a kenning 
for a generous man (i.e. disposer of green Hlodyn's bones' [rocks'] dark Dane's [giant's] 
words [gold].) The two very distinct contexts for the use of this three word alliterating word 
could indicate that if there was awareness by the poets of each other’s works and a desire by 
one to incorporate convenient rhyming and alliterating words into their own poem, then the 
appropriating poet still desired to make a unique verse.  
 
When these couplets are taken in full context, they do not appear as similar as when the 
alliteration and hending are examined separately. Thus the similarity between these two 
verses is subtler than the previous examples when all are taken in context, but appear just as 
explicit when alliteration and hending are examined alone. It is difficult to say for certain that 
these examples are clearly an appropriation of one poet’s work into another’s as these may 
simply be easily alliterated and conveniently rhyming words that occurred to each poet 
independently, but the possibility of influence certainly cannot be ruled out in this case. 
These examples should also be noted for the first two alliteration words and the first line 
hending words, as the words “j rð” and “orð-“ occur together in other Old Norse poetry as 
well. These vowel alliterations can be found multiple times with Egill’s “Lausavísur,”42 but 






                                                                                                                                                                                    
41
 This translation is altered. slightly from original “dark earth” to Kock’s alternate placement of “myrk” with 
“Danar” instead of “jǫrð,” creating “dark Dane’s.” This is based on word placement within the stanza. 
42
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur,” v. 41, 43, 45, p. 51-52 
43
 Bjǫrn Arngeirsson hítdœlakappi, “Lausavísur,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første 
Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 277-283, v. 5, p. 278 
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Table 4 “Jǫrð” and “Orð” Alliteration and Hending 

























Vǫlu-Steinn 2 jǫrð orða endr jǫrð orða endr sendi 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
43 jǫrð orðum endr jǫrð orðum endr hendi 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
41 jarðar orðum eyneglða jarðar orðum eyneglða heglðu 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
45 jarðgǫfugr orðum orð 
Jarð- 
gǫfugr 




5 Jarðar orða ǫlunreyrar Jarðar orða ǫlunreyrar heyra 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
This alliteration and hending combination of “J rð” and “Orð” seems to be a recurring 
formula used multiple times by Egill Skallagrímsson as well as by the earlier V lu-Steinn and 
the later Bj rn Arngeirsson hítdœlakappi. The prevalence of this particular word combination 
seems to indicate some kind of compositional formula being used at least by Egill within his 
own poetry, possibly based on V lu-Steinn’s earlier poetic use of the word combination and 
thus Bj rn Arngeirsson hítdœlakappi may have done the same based on either of the earlier 
exemplars. Another possibility is that these words are simply easily accessible alliterative and 
hending combinations that are being used coincidentally. In order to be more certain of any 
kind of formula at work in these cases a full survey of the skaldic corpus would be most 
helpful, but from the data I have gathered for this paper, five out of the seven instances where 
“J rð” or a variation of the word is the first word in an alliteration, “Orð” is the second, and 
naturally both comprise the first hending pair as well.  
 
If coincidence or formulaic word combination rather than appropriation is at play in any of 
the examples, Bj rn Arngeirsson hítdœlakappi’s use of the word combination is the most 
likely candidate. Even if there is a probable connection between Egill’s and V lu-Steinn’s 
previously discussed couplets’ use thereof, it is always a possibility that Bj rn’s use of the 
combination is indirectly related. Whatever the case may be with “J rð” and “Orð” 
combinations, their recurrence here might make a more thorough search of the entire skaldic 
corpus worthwhile to see if they are found more frequently than in the selection used for this 




Returning to the examples which are more specifically indicative of influence from one poet 
to another in the Skaldic corpus, another example of the remarkable similarity that can be 
found between two different poets’ works is represented by two couplets, namely from 
“H konardr pa” by Goþþormr sindri44 45 and “Kvad om Erik blodøkse” by Glúmr Geirason.46 
These poets were once again active in the 10
th
 century and both composed about Norwegian 
Kings..  
Table 5 “Hákonardrápa” by Goþþormr sindri and “Kvad om Erik blodøkse” by Glúmr Geirason 




























8 rógeisu ræsir ráðsterkr rógeisu ræsir ráðsterkr merkjum 
Glúmr 
Geirason 
2 rógeisu ræsir ráðvandr rógeisu ræsir ráðvandr Skotlandi 






Hræddr fór hj rva raddar  
herr fyr malma þverri;  
rógeisu gekk ræsir  
ráðsterkr framarr merkjum;  
gerra gramr í snerru  
geirvífa sér hlífa,  











Hafði f r til ferju 
fróðr Skáneyjar góða 
blakkríðandi bakka 
barnungr þaðan farna; 
rógeisu vann ræsir 
ráðvandr á Skotlandi 






In this instance, Goþþormr sindri and Glúmr Geirason use similar alliteration and hending in 
their poems about Norwegian kings. The first two alliterating words are identical and the 
third words, while have different meanings, have the same component “ráð-“ at their 
beginnings. The first and second alliterations “rógeisu” and “ræsir” are both elements of the 
                                                          
44
 Glúmr Geirason, “Kvad om Erik blodøkse,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første 
Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 65-66, v. 2, p. 65-66 
45
 Guthormr sindri, “Hákonardrápa,” ed. Russel Poole, in Poetry from the Kings’ Sagas 1: From Mythical Times 
to C. 1025 Part 1, ed. Diana Whaley, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, 
Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2012), 155-170, v.8, p. 169 
46
 Goþþormr sindri, “Hákonardrápa,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. 
Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 55-56, v. 8, p. 56 
47
 Goþþormr sindri, “Hákonardrápa,” v. 8, p. 56 
48
 Guthormr sindri, “Hákonardrápa,” ed. Russel Poole, v.8, p. 169 
49
 Alternate final two lines from Russel Poole’s edition read “…hinns yfrin gat, jǫfra, óls kvánar byr mána.” 
50
 Glúmr Geirason, “Kvad om Erik blodøkse,” v. 8, p. 56 
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first line internal rhyme and their respective third alliterations “r ðsterkr” and “r ðvandr” 
serve as the first word of the second line hending pair. This once again follows the patterns of 
similarity which are seen in the previously discussed examples, but is most similar to the 
“J rð” and “Orð” example in that the rest of the words in the couplet are completely 
different, making any plagiarism or appropriation subtler than with the first two examples. It 
is a distinct possibility that a poet thinking about composing a poem about a king would be 
familiar with other recently composed poems on the same topic or with other poets active 
about the time and thus the similarity between these two poets could indeed be borrowing 
from the contemporary or slightly earlier poet that caught the other’s attention. 
 
The contexts of these verses once again play an important role in the analysis of the word 
constellation usage. As both poets are composing about kings, the content of Goþþormr sindri 
and Glúmr Geirason’s verses treat on similar subjects. Both involve praise for their subjects’ 
battle ability and use the kenning for warrior “rógeisu ræsir” or “king of strife-ember/fire” to 
describe their respective subjects. This kenning also participates in the alliteration with the 
variations of “r ð-“ compounds to form a complete two-line alliteration. 
Goþþormr sindri 
Hræddr fór hj rva raddar  
herr fyr malma þverri;  






… rógeisu vann ræsir 
ráðvandr á Skotlandi 





The army went in dread of the voice of 
swords before the diminisher of metal 
weapons the impeller of the strife-fire 






…the honest king of strife-fire in Skotland 






Once again in this example, there is a distinct possibility of influence of one poem upon the 
other. Like the first examples discussed in this paper attributed to Egill Skallagrímsson and 
Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason, these verses have a repeated kenning that participates in the 
alliteration and hending of the first line of each couplet.  
 
                                                          
51
 Goþþormr sindri, “Hákonardrápa,” v. 8, p. 56 
52
 Glúmr Geirason, “Kvad om Erik blodøkse,” v. 8, p. 56 
53
 Guthormr sindri, “Hákonardrápa,” ed. Russel Poole, v. 8, p. 168 
54
 Snorri Sturluson, Heimskringa: The Beginnings to Óláfur Tryggvason, Volume I, trans. Alison Finlay and 
Anthony Faulkes, (University College London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 2011), 91 
55
 With some translation assistance from the edition by Alison Finlay and Anthony Faulkes. 
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While this particular example with “rógeisu ræsir” is a very convenient alliterating and 
internally rhyming kenning and could represent some kind of repeated formula to describe 
warrior kings in skaldic poetry, the continued similarity with “r ðsterkr” and “r ðvandr” 
seem to support the cause of appropriation in this instance. Unless attributed completely to 
coincidence, it is my opinion that this subtle difference in alliterating words represents an 
effort by one of the poets to use a helpful and perhaps well-liked kenning, alliterating, and 
hending pair while still maintaining the poem’s individuality and the author and subject of the 
poem’s separateness from the exemplar.  Thus the subject of Goþþormr sindri’s poem is 
“strong-willed,” while the subject of Glúmr Geirason’s is “honest;” a subtle but important 
difference represented completely within the alliteration. 
 
The aforementioned examples represent the couplets with the most similar words and 
overlapping hending and alliteration of all the data I have collected thus far. All of these 
examples have used the same full words or at least the same roots of compound words in 
their respective alliterations and the first line alliterating words have also participated in each 
couplets first line hending with the exception of couplets from the “Lausavísur” of Egill 
Skallagrímsson and Gunnlaugr ormstunga Illugason. Two of the example sets have their first 
line alliteration participating as part a two word kenning as well as the internal rhyme and one 
set has helming content which parallels the extreme similarity of the hending and alliteration. 
These four examples sets represent potential evidence for inter-skaldic poetic awareness and 
occasional borrowing one skald from another. These examples include both contemporary 
skalds potentially appropriating word constellations from one another, as well as later skalds, 
or indeed scribes with knowledge of skaldic poetic technique, borrowing or perhaps even 
subtly referencing an older exemplar’s work.  
 
The relative infrequency of such extensively similar word constellations along with the 
contextual variations between the different usages could also, in my opinion, imply that there 
was some idea of plagiarism or at least some stigma toward blatant copying between skalds. 
Individuality shows itself in each of these examples when looked at as a whole, rather than 
just as a data-set. From this we might infer that the aforementioned poets prided themselves 
on the uniqueness of their poetry, even when they appropriated a useful or favorite phrase 
into their own works. These can also serve as examples of the oral transmission of poetry not 
only through time, but also through space. In order for contemporary poets to be aware of 
each other’s works, their poems must have passed by word of mouth from one area or one 
18 
 
country to another. In the same way, later poets or scribes could not reference or appropriate 
from an earlier work if it had not been transmitted orally through time, unless recorded on a 
rune-stone in the pre-manuscript times. 
 
The extensively similar couplets analyzed thus far in this paper are most likely representative 
of compositional technique using appropriation, rather than a repeated formula as a part 
skaldic oral composition. The only example data-set thus far discussed which might be 
represent a repeated formula is the combination of “J rð” and “Orð” and variations 
thereupon. The reuse of such alliterating and rhyming words could represent a rudimentary 
formula to speed oral composition. In order to investigate these lesser similarities and 
possible formulae further, we shall now turn to some examples from skaldic couplets which 
show less extensive word constellations, most often only involving word pairs exclusively 
within a couplet’s alliteration or hending. Some of these examples show subtler signs of 
appropriation or plagiarism, while others lean more towards being small formulaic word 
combinations.  
 
I will now discuss a few of these examples in more detail and explore their significance for 
oral formulaic or compositional method. Because of the high frequency with which some 
poets and poems recur in my data for alliteration and hending similarities, I will divide this 
section of the paper by skald and discuss the interaction between the couplets of that skald 
and those of other poets. I will begin with the poet Glúmr Geirason and his poem 
“Gr feldardr pa,” which shares common word-pairs and phrases with many other poems and 
skalds. 
2.2 Glúmr Geirason 
This section on Glúmr Geirason will begin with examples involving alliteration and proceed 
into those examples of word similarity which can be found in first and second line hending 
pairs. The first of these less-similar word-pairs incorporates a kenning into its alliteration. 
This example comprises couplets once again from one of Egill Skallagrímsson’s 
“Lausavísur” from c.a. 938 56 and from Glúmr Geirason’s “Gr feldardr pa” from c.a. 970.57 
58
 
                                                          
56
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur” v. 32, p. 49 
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Table 6 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Lausavísur” by Egill Skallagrímsson 



























4 gný geira grundar þar geira grundar fundinn 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
32 gný geira gamanleikr mér geira gamanleikr bleikan 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
The kenning “í gný geira” or “in din/clash of spears” also serves conveniently as the first two 
words in these couplets’ alliteration.59 60 61 My purpose in presenting this example, and those 
like it, is to discuss how kennings can help us understand the method of composition for 
skaldic verse, as Frog 
62
 and Gurevich have discussed,
63
 but for the purpose of this study, 
soley as a part of alliteration and hending word constellations rather than on their own. Both 
poets in this instance use this kenning to fulfill the same role for alliteration in their 
respective poems and for this reason; the alliterative kenning “í gný geira” could serve as a 
very basic formula for alliteration in oral poetic composition. Glúmr Geirason’s 
“Gr feldardr pa” also participates in the next pairing of alliteratively similar couplets 
alongside a “Lausavísa” from Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld from the 11th century.64 65 This 
next example is similar to the last in that it involves the repetition of a set phrase which 
participates in the alliteration, but this alliterating phrase is not part a hending. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
57
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. 
Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 66-68, v. 4, p. 66 
58
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” ed. Alison Finlay, in Poetry from the Kings’ Sagas 1: From Mythical Times 
to C. 1025 Part 1, ed. Diana Whaley, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, 
Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2012), 245-265, v. 5, p. 254 
59
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” v.4, p. 66 
60
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” ed. Alison Finlay, v. 5, p. 254 
61
 Egill Skallagrímsson, “Lausavísur” v. 32, p. 49 
62
 Frog, "Speech-acts in skaldic verse: Genre, compositional strategies and improvisation," 223-246 
63
 Elena A. Gurevich, “The System of Kennings,” 139-56 
64
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “ Vers af ubestemmelige digte, samt én lausavísa,” in Den Norsk-Islandske 
Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 326-
327, v. 5, p. 326-237 
65
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Lausavísa,” ed. Diana Whaley, in Poetry from the Kings’ Sagas 2: From C. 1035 
to C. 1300 Part 1, ed. Kari Ellen Gade, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, 
Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2009), 280-281, v. 1, p. 280 
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Table 7 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and a “Lausavísa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 






























5 gǫgn66 ganga gótt 's*67 Drengr 's ganga gótt 's* drótni* 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
It is the phrase “í g gn at ganga”68 69 70 71 which is used in both of the example stanzas from 
this comparison. As in the previous example, the phrase participates in the first line 
alliteration and also serves as the second word of the first line hending. There is a possibility 
that this phrase acts like the kenning from the previous example and is also a convenient 
participant in alliteration and hence becomes a kind of formula to describe conflict. The 
accurateness of using verses from “Gr feldardr pa” as an argument for reused formulae as 
part of oral skaldic composition is called into question by the following two examples, which 
also include Glúmr Geirason’s “Gr feldardr pa” in their example sets. The first of these 






Table 8 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and a helming by Gamli gnævaðarskáld 



























5 ǫðlingi ungum orð ǫðlingi ungum orð borði 
Gamli 
gnævaðarskáld 
1 Ǫðlingr ungum ungr Ǫðlingr ungum ungr tungu 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Here is yet another example in which Glúmr Geirason’s “Gr feldardr pa” has the same first 
line alliteration as another poem from another poet. The word-pairs used in these couplets 
                                                          
66
 Diana Whaley’s edition has “gegn.” 
67
 Asterisks denote reconstruction. 
68
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” v. 10, p. 67-68 
69
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” ed. Alison Finlay, v. 10, p. 260 
70
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “ Vers af ubestemmelige digte, samt én lausavísa,” v. 5, p. 326-237 
71
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Lausavísa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 1, p. 280 
72
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” v. 5, p. 66-67 
73
 Glúmr Geirason, “Gráfeldardrápa,” ed. Alison Finlay, v. 6, p. 255 
74
 Gamli gnævaðarskáld, “Af et fyrsted.igt el. helted.igt (?),” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet 
Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 132, v. 2, p. 132 
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serve as both first line alliteration and first hending. This is once again a convenient vowel 
alliteration and skothending which could be evidence of a reusable formula to aid in oral 
composition of skaldic poetry, but because this example is once again from “Gr feldardr pa,” 
which occurs frequently in this study of the frequency of word-pair recurrence, there is likely 
some other reason for these similarities.  
 
Presuming the dates ascribed to each of these poems is accurate, they should be more or less 
contemporary, or at least within the same century, which means the poets could more easily 
have been aware of each other’s works or of any standard phrasing or formulae that existed at 
the time. This is not the case for the example immediately previous to this one, nor is it true 





 and “Erfidr pa om kong Harald hårdråde” by Arnórr Þórðarson 





Table 9 “Lausavísa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde” by Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld 
































15 folksnaran fylki falla folksnaran fylki falla allir 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
In this example, the “folk-“ compounds combine with “fylk-“ to create both the first line 
alliteration and skothending. Normally, this could once again be attributed to coincidental 
use, or, perhaps, some kind of convenient formulaic alliterative rhyming pair of words, but 
the presence of Glúmr Geirason as a participant in this comparison merits a closer look at the 
data I have collected on his work’s connections with other poets in order to determine if 
Glúmr’s frequent appearances among the collected examples of similar word constellations 
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actually represents evidence of formulae or other oral compositional strategies such as 
appropriation.  
2.3 A Pattern Emerges: Glúmr Geirason and Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld 
The next example worth analysis pairs a couplet from “Gr feldardr pa”79 80 with one from 
Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld’s “Þórfinnsdr pa” from the 11th century.81 82 
Table 10 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Þórfinnsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 































5 Hilmir hjalma hreggi Hilmir hjalma hreggi eggjar 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
The comparison here is once again between the poets Glúmr Geirason and Arnórr Þórðarson 
jarlaskáld, although from different poems by both skalds. Like in the previous example, the 
alliterating word pair functions as part of the first line hending as well as alliteration. The 
dual functionality once again creates a convenient and perhaps reusable formula, but once 
again doubt is cast upon such an explanation because of the continued presence of 
“Gr feldardr pa” as a part of the comparison. It is my opinion that rather than recurring 
formulae used to aid in oral composition, we are seeing the presence of appropriation or some 
other form of borrowing between different skalds and poems. This is further supported by the 
extended first lines of these two couplets; Glúmr Geirason’s reading “Hilmir rauð und 
hjalmi…”83 84 and Arnórr jarlask ld’s “Hilmir rauð í hjalma…”85 86 In fact, the presence of a 
third similar component in such examples, within the same couplet, and occurring outside 
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alliteration and hending, strengthens my confidence that an appropriation is taking place. 
Wherever such additional similarities occur, the case for appropriation is correspondingly 
more significant.  
 
Another thing to note about this particular verse from “Gr feldardr pa” is that it is the same 
verse that appears in “í gný geira” from Table 6 with Egill’s couplet, which allows for a 
number of possible explanations. One is that one or both of the two similar phrases is purely 
coincidence or the result of a formulaic phrase being common enough in the skaldic 
repertoire to reappear without appropriation; another is that the author of “Gr feldardr pa” 
borrowed from both Egill and Arnórr jarlaskáld in composition of this verse; which would 
mean that either the dating for “Þórfinnsdr pa” is too late or that the author of at least this 
verse from “Gr feldardr pa” is actually later and not, in fact, Glúmr Geirason. Another 
possibility is that latter part of the helming is Glúmr’s where he borrows from Egill and the 
first couplet is a recreation by a later scribe or poet to fill in a gap which borrows from Arnórr 
jarlaskáld. Yet another possible explanation for these similarities is that this example shows a 
chain of appropriation; Glúmr Geirason borrowing from Egill and being, in turn, borrowed 
from by the later Arnórr jarlaskáld for his poem. It is relevant to note here that Egill’s stanza 
is about the killing of a berserk, a theme which is not uncommon to the sagas and could 
indicate a later date of composition for this couplet. As the relatively frequent examples of 
potential borrowing from “Gr feldardr pa” seem to indicate the poem’s high standing among 
skalds, it is certainly not impossible that Egill’s stanza is the work of a later skald also 
borrowing from the popular work. It is my opinion that because of the large number of times 
that Glúmr Geirason and “Gr feldardr pa” appear in my data having similarities with other 
poems (including Table 5’s example , that his verse similarities are more likely the result of 
appropriation or plagiarism between Glúmr, an anonymous poet attributing work to Glúmr, 
other poets borrowing from Glúmr, or some other combination of these possibilities.  
 
Glúmr Geirason and Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld’s connection does not end here however, 
nor even between “Gr feldardr pa” and “Þórfinnsdr pa.” Another example of similarity 
between these two poets’ work is found when my alliteration and hending data set is 
examined from the perspective of hending, or the second category of smaller similarities 
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Table 11 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Þórfinnsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 































12 Veitk Vatsfjǫrðr vask* Veitk heitir vask* haska* 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
This comparison differs from the others in that the rhyme is the same, but the alliterations are 
not and in that the rhyming variation of “heiti-“ has different meaning in each context. In 
Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld’s couplet it is used as the verb “to call, or name,” while in Glúmr 
Geirason’s it is the verb “to promise.” This could mean that this example is just a convenient 
aðalhending that occurred by chance or that the appropriating poet was clever enough to 
make the borrowing subtler by using “heiti-“ in a different context and with a different 
meaning. There remains yet another instance of hending similarity between “Gr feldardr pa” 
and “Þórfinnsdr pa” that has presented itself in my research. 91 92 93 94 
Table 12 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Þórfinnsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 































8 mætr minna minn mætr neyti dróttinn flótta 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
This example has second line hending as the subject for similarity, using “drótt-“ and “flótta” 
for the aðalhending. This is not the last example in which Glúmr Geirason and Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld share similarity, but it is yet another reason to believe there is some 
connection between these two poets and their works. One last connection between these two 
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poets remains with “Gr feldardr pa”95 96 and “Magnúsdr pa”97 98 by Arnórr Þórðarson 
jarlaskáld also sharing a repeated hending word pair.  
Table 13 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 
































1 seimbrotar* segja seggjum þegi* segja seggjum eggja 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Just as in the previous example, the second line aðalhending is comprised of the same 
rhyming words between the two poems and, as in the previous example, Glúmr Geirason‘s 
second verse is compared with a verse from Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld. From the five 
instances of similarity between between Glúmr Geirason and Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 
some kind of borrowing relationship can be presumed. Though the similarities are often small 
or subtle, the relative frequency of similarity these two poets share is, in my opinion, unlikely 
to be coincidence. It is likely that Arnórr jarlaskáld, as he should be the later skald, is the 
appropriator of Glúmr Geirason’s material for his own composition, subtly incorporating 
alliterations and hendings into his own work from a popular exemplar. When one poem or 
poet is frequently referenced in examples like these, there is a possibility that he or she may 
have been something of a classic to his or her contemporaries as well as to later poets. The 
frequent borrowings which seem to be taking place from Glúmr Geirason and 
“Gr feldardr pa” could mean that he and the poem were particularly popular and could 
potentially provide insight into the popular poetry of the early skalds.  
2.4 Glúmr Geirason and other poets 
There are yet more comparisons of Glúmr Geirason’s “Gr feldardr pa” with couplets by 
skalds other than Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld within the hending category that can be added 
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to the case for “Gr feldardr pa” as either the user or subject of appropriation. So too are there 
other comparisons to be made between works of Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and other poets 
and poems besides Glúmr Geirason. For the purpose of this section, I will begin by 
discussing Glúmr’s relationship with other poets and then proceed to analysis of Arnórr 
jarlask ld’s. The purpose of this approach is to gain a better understanding of these poets’ 
roles as users or subjects of appropriation or plagiarism and to see whether the word 
constellation connections between these two poets is unique or if these skalds share 
similarities with a wider range of poets and poems. Glúmr Geirason’s “Gr feldardr pa”99 100 
continues to appear alongside other poems when comparing hending word pairs and the first 






Table 14 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Glymdrápa” by Þórbjǫrn hornklofi 


























3 slíðrtungur syngva sverðleiks slíðrtungur syngva sverðleiks ferðir 
Þórbjǫrn 
hornklofi 
7 svartskyggð seggi sverð svartskyggð seggi sverð ferðar 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
If the dating is correct for “Glymdr pa,” then if any appropriation were to be taking place in 
this example, it would have to be on the part of Glúmr Geirason. This would not be 
unprecedented if Table 6’s comparison with Egill Skallagrímsson is actually an example of 
appropriation and the similarities, while small, are present. “Sverð-“ and “ferð” are once 
again convenient aðalhending and it is difficult to say conclusively that this is not merely 
coincidence that two rhyming words should appear together in more than one poem, but I 
think it necessary to present it here as part of the larger data set of Glúmr Geirason’s 
alliterative and rhyming similarities with other poets. Taken alone, none of these examples 
would be anything more than purely speculative, but together I think there is indeed a case 
for inter-skaldic appropriation as a compositional strategy and as an alternative to frequently 
used formulae serving as aides to the composition of oral poetry. The idea of formulaic word 
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constellations playing a role in skaldic composition does not have strong support thus far in 
this study, as very few of the repeated word constellations appear in more than two different 
examples from different poets in my current data set. The presence of only two similar 
example couplets from two different poets further implies either coincidence or appropriation 
as the most likely explanations for the similarities that I have discovered. To add to the pool 
of evidence for interconnectivity between skaldic poets, Hrafn Ǫnundarson is another poet 
who shares a similar hending with Glúmr Geirason’s “Gr feldardr pa.”103 104 Hrafn’s 
“Lausavísur” from c.a. 1006 contains the relevant couplet.105 
Table 15 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Lausavísur” by Hrafn Ǫnundarson 



























1 því þagnar þegna - - þegna fregnum 
Hrafn 
Ǫnundarson 
3 þorna þingi þegns spǫng þingi þegns fregna 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Here we have another example of similar aðalhending appearing in the second line 
alliteration and rhyme. The word choice for this pair is the same, as is the placement of the 
words in their respective lines, which perhaps presents a stronger case for appropriation than 
the last example outside of the context of the other compared couplets. With the later dating 
of Hrafn Ǫnundarson’s couplet, we can presume that if any appropriation is present that it is 
used by Hrafn. The last “Gr feldardr pa”106 107 comparison from my data set is with 
“Sendibítr” by Jórunn sk ldmær from the first half of the 10th century.108 109 
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Table 16 “Gráfeldardrápa” by Glúmr Geirason and “Sendibítr” by Jórunn skáldmær 




























7 þróttar þorði þjóðum orð þorði þjóðum rjóða 
Jórunn 
skáldmær 
1 opt eisum* óþjóðar hús* eisum* óþjóðar rjóða 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
These are once again very similar aðalhendingar participating in the rhyme and alliteration of 
their respective couplets’ second lines. The most notable variation is that the alliteration of 
Jórunn’s couplet is vowel alliteration and hence she uses “óþjóðar,” while Glúmr uses 
“þjóðum” and ‘þ’ alliteration and both are rhymed with “rjóða.” Since Jórunn was active 
earlier than Glúmr, we can presume that in this case any appropriation that may be present in 
this example is on his part. With the addition of this example, there are a total of twelve 
separate instances where Glúmr Geirason’s couplets share similar word constellations with 
other poets; ten of which are found in couplets from  “Gr feldardr pa” and six share 
similarities with Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld. From this, I think it is reasonable to assume that 
tradition of appropriation is at play relating to Glúmr Geirason, Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, 
and “Gr feldardr pa.” A more extensive survey of the relationship between works by these 
poets would be especially edifying along with a closer look at “Gr feldardr pa” and its 
relationship to other skaldic poetry. From the data that I have thus far collected, I would say 
that there is a very strong possibility that appropriation has been used as a tool for oral 
composition. Glúmr Geirason seems to show signs of knowledge of and appropriation from 
earlier poets’ works and, in turn, later skalds, particularly Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld, show 
signs of the same in regard to Glúmr’s works, most notably in his case “Gr feldardr pa.”  
 
The frequent appearance of Glúmr Geirason and “Gr feldardr pa” merits a brief discussion 
of the background to both the poet and this particular work. Glúmr was an Icelander who 
served as poet to the both Eiríkr blóðøx and his son Haraldr gráfeldr, about whom 
“Gr feldardr pa” is composed. “Gr feldardr pa” is almost certainly a memorial poem for 
Haraldr, most likely composed shortly after his death around 970. The original length of the 
poem is not clear, but some suspect that only a third of it survives and there is some 
uncertainty about which stanzas should be considered part of “Gr feldardr pa,” as there is 
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some confusion between Glúmr Geirason´s poems about Haraldr and Eiríkr.
110
 If it is the case 
that a significant part of the poem is missing, then there is a real possibility that much more 
appropriation may have taken place than can be proved by existing sources. The first four 
examples of extended word constellation similarity discussed in this paper, alongside the 
many alliterative and hending word-pair examples centering on Glúmr Geirason seem to 
support the appropriation compositional strategy, but are such similarities found with any 
great significance within the works of other poets?  
2.5 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 
Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld’s name appears the most often of all poets in my data set which 
includes these smaller similarities between poets. Arnórr Þórðarson was an Icelander who 
served as a poet to King Knútr inn ríki and the jarls of the Orkneys R gnvaldr and Þorfinnr. 
He also spent time in Norway during the reigns of Magnús Óláfsson and Haraldr Sigurðarson 
and he later composed memorial poems about them. Most of his work is memorial poetry for 
the Orkney jarls and kings of Norway, but he is also known of his composition of 
“Hrynhenda,” notable for its hrynhent meter.111  As he is an 11th century poet, it is naturally 
the case that he would have a potentially larger corpus of skaldic poetry to draw upon for 
appropriation than his earlier counterparts, but Arnórr, if his dating to the 11
th
 century and the 
authorship of his poetry are correct, would still have been relying on an oral tradition of 
poetry passed on by word of mouth, largely without the help of writing other than the 
occasional runic message. Presuming his dating and authorship to be correct, if Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld is truly borrowing from other poets, and not just the victim of a large 
number of coincidental similarities between his work and others, then this says a great deal 




 centuries in Scandinavia. 
In order to have appropriated from the large number of different poems and poets that Arnórr 
jarlaskáld seems to have done, he would have had to have come into contact with a vast 
number of different poems through oral transmission. The following examples of Arnórr 
jarlask ld’s word pair similarities with other poems lend credence to this possibility. 
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 and Þorleifr jarlssk ld Rauðfeldarson’s “Lausavísur” from c.a. 965.114 
Once again in this example, Arnórr jarlaskáld is the later poet and likely user of appropriation 
if it is indeed in play in this particular instance.  
Table 17 “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Lausavísur” by Þorleifr 
jarlsskáld Rauðfeldarson 


































2 Rauðk randa rítorms Rauðk gœði rítorms víti 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
These two alliterating words fulfill the same roles and take the same positions in their 
respective lines in both of the example poems and both have a “rauð-“ variant participate in 
the first line hending. The meter is different for these two poems, specifically Arnórr 
jarlask ld’s is dróttkvætt while Þorleifr´s is hrynhent, but as both forms have the same pattern 
of hending and alliteration the difference in meter is not as important within the context of 
this study with alliteration and hending as the primary factors. The next examples share both 
alliteration and first line hending between the two couplets. The first is once again from 
“Þórfinnsdr pa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld from the 11th century115 116 and the second 
comes once again from Þórbj rn hornklofi’s “Glymdr pa” from c.a. 900.117 118 
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Table 18 “Þórfinnsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld “Glymdrápa” by Þórbjǫrn hornklofi 
































ræsis reiðr rausnarmaðr ræsis reiðr skeiðum 
Þórbjǫrn 
hornklofi 
5 rausn ræsi réð* rausn ræsi egglituðr* seggir 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
These examples share very little contextually, but a great deal when examined by alliteration 
and hending. The cross-over between first line alliteration and hending puts this example into 
category of intermediate similarity and makes it somewhat stronger evidence for 
appropriation. Once again Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld is the later skald of the two and would 
likely be drawing upon Þórbj rn hornklofi’s work for inspiration for his own poem. The last 
example from “Glymdr pa” appeared in Table 14 where Glúmr Geirason may have 
appropriated some of the poem for “Gr feldardr pa.” This would mean that Arnórr Þórðarson 
jarlaskáld may have borrowed from the same early skald that Glúmr Geirason did while at the 
same time borrowing from Glúmr himself and could once again support the possible 
existence of a kind of ‘canon,’ or well-known poetry and poets that are more frequently 
referenced than others by early skalds. This would also imply that there were different 
popular works for different generations of skalds with some remaining popular through 
multiple generations. There is another comparison between Þórbj rn hornklofi’s 
“Glymdr pa” 120 121 and Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, this time with the poem “Erfidr pa om 




                                                          
119
 Diana Whaley‘s edition has “rausnarmannr.” 
120
 Þórbjǫrn hornklofi, “Glymdrápa,” v. 6, p. 21 
121
 Þorbjǫrn hornklofi, “Glymdrápa,” ed. Edith Marold, v. 6, p. 85 
122
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde,” v. 14, p. 324 
123
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Haraldsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 11, p. 272 
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Table 19 “Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld “Glymdrápa” by 
Þórbjǫrn hornklofi 



























14 hjalmþrimu hilmir hlítstyggr hjalmþrimu hilmir hlítstyggr lítit 
Þórbjǫrn 
hornklofi 
6 hjalmtamiðr hilmir 
Holm-
reyðar 
hjalmtamiðr hilmir holmreyðar olman 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
As in the Table 10 example, compounds with the root “hjalm-” both alliterate and form a first 
line skothending with “hilmir.” Because of the recurrence of this similarity, albeit in reverse 
order, it possible that rather than appropriation, or at least solely appropriation in this case, 
some kind of alliterating and rhyming formula is at work for describing “hilmir” with 
compounds including “hjalm-.” The next example comes again from “Hrynhenda, 
Magnúsdr pa” 124 125 and the anonymous “Oddmjór” from the 10th century.126 127 
Table 20 “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and the Anonymous 
“Oddmjór” 







































Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
This example is unique in that it shares first and third alliterating words, but not the second. 
The alliterating words  potentially  participate in their respective lines’ hending pairs as well, 
which makes this, like the previous example, a slightly more significant comparison. Though 
anonymous, it would seem that “Oddmjór,” may have come to the attention of Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld sometime in the following century and perhaps was incorporated in his 
                                                          
124
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” v. 4, p. 306-307 
125
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “ Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 4, p. 187 
126
 Anonymous, “Oddmjór,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur 
Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 167, v. 1, p. 167 
127
 Anonymous, “Oddmjór,” ed. R.D. Fulk, in Poetry from the Kings’ Sagas 1: From Mythical Times to C. 1025 
Part 2, ed. Diana Whaley, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, Belgium: 
Brepols Publishers n.v., 2012), 1001-1002, v. 1, p. 1001 
128
 Diana Whaley‘s edition has “hvéldan.” 
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“Hrynhenda.” The next example is again from “Þórfinnsdr pa,”129 130 but this time it is paired 
with a couplet from Eyvindr Finnsson sk ldaspillir’s “Lausavísur” from c.a. 985.131 132 
Table 21 “Þórfinnsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Lausavísur” by Eyvindr Finnsson 
skáldaspillir 





























25 trúra tyggja 
Torf-
Einars 




10 trúr tyggja tveim trúr dýrum skjǫldum aldri 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
The case continues to build for Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld as a rather prolific borrower from 
past works. These couplets share not only first line alliterating words, but their first line 
hending is identical as well, even though its second word is not a part of the alliteration. In 
their respective lines, these three words are almost identical, differing only in the 
grammatical form of “trúr-“ and in that Eyvindr Finnsson sk ldaspillir has the word “vask” 
between “trúr” and “tyggja.” 
Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 
Ættbœti firr ítran  
allríks, en biðk líkna  






Eyvindr Finnsson skáldaspillir 
…trúr vask tyggja dýrum, 
tveim skj ldum lékk aldri, 
fyllik flokk þinn stillir, 






These examples have stronger similarities than any since the first four strongest repeated 
word constellations earlier in this paper and they strengthen the possibility for appropriation 
being a compositional strategy for at least Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, if not other skalds as 
well. A great many similarities also appear between the works of Óttarr svarti and Arnórr 
Þórðarson of varying degrees of subtlety. Once again, many of the following examples would 
                                                          
129
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” v. 25, p. 321 
130
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 25, p. 259 
131
 Eyvindr Finnsson skáldaspillir, “Lausavísur,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første 
Bind, ed. Finnur Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 62-65, v. 10, p. 64 
132
 Eyvindr skáldaspillir Finnsson, “Lausavísur,” ed. Russell Poole, in Poetry from the Kings’ Sagas 1: From 
Mythical Times to C. 1025 Part 1, ed. Diana Whaley, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle 
Ages, (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2012), 213-235, v. 10, p. 229 
133
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” v. 25, p. 321 
134
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 25, p. 259 
135
 Eyvindr Finnsson skáldaspillir, “Lausavísur,” v. 10, p. 64 
136
 Eyvindr skáldaspillir Finnsson, “Lausavísur,” ed. Russell Poole, v. 10, p. 229 
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likely not hold much significance alone, but taken as part of a larger whole, they can together 
make a better case for inter-connectedness of different skaldic works. 
2.6 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and Óttarr svarti 
These two poets both composed during the 11
th
 century and therefore it is possible that each 
could have been aware of the other’s works. The comparison to be reviewed here comes from 
Arnórr Þórðarson’s “Hrynhenda” from sometime in the 11th century137 138 and Óttarr svarti’s 
“H fuðlausn” from c.a. 1023.139 140 The non-specific dating of Arnórr Þórðarson’s poetry 
makes it more difficult to determine which poet has a great chance of being influenced by the 
other, but judging from past examples within this paper, the more likely candidate for use of 
appropriation would be Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld. It is certainly possible that either poet 
could have borrowed from the other in the following cases, but the weight of evidence for 
such behavior is thus far on Arnórr’s shoulders. 
Table 22 “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr 
svarti 





























7 Ungan eyðir ulfa Ungan þrøngva gráðar ráði 
Óttarr 
svarti 
12 ungr eyða ógnteitr  ǫ ðuð eyða ógnteitr Peitu 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
This table displays a rather minor similarity in that the two couplets share only the first two 
words of the vowel alliteration. Both these examples are from the first couplet of a helming in 
their respective poems and are similarly addressing a young warrior or king, but share little 
other than theme in common. Like these couplets, the next example also shares a word pair 
which participates in the first line vowel alliterations, but, like a number of examples 
previously discussed in this paper, it shares a larger similarity in that both of the alliterating 
                                                          
137
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” v. 7, p. 307 
138
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “ Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 7, p. 191 
139
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” in Den Norsk-Islandske Skjaldedigtning: B Rettet Tekst, Første Bind, ed. Finnur 
Jónsson, (København: Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1973), 268-272, v. 12, p. 270 
140
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, in Poetry from the Kings’ Sagas 1: From Mythical Times 
to C. 1025 Part 2, ed. Diana Whaley, Volume I of Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages, (Turnhout, 
Belgium: Brepols Publishers n.v., 2012), 738-767, v. 12, p. 755 
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words also comprise the first line hending word pair. This comparison is between 
“H fuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti 141 142  and “Þórfinnsdr pa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld. 143 
144
 
Table 23 “Þórfinnsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti 




























13 eigi ægi ofvægjan eigi ægi ofvægjan bægja 
Óttarr 
svarti 
14 Eigi ægi ér Eigi ægi fóruð stóran 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Each word appears in the same position in their respective couplets’ first lines with “eigi” as 
the first word and “ægi” as the last. The next comparison is once again between Arnórr 
Þórðarson’s “Hrynhenda”145 146 and Óttarr svarti’s “H fuðlausn.”147 148 
Table 24 “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr 
svarti 




























12 hvergi hallir heiðit þorði varða heiðit breiðu 
Óttarr 
svarti 
6 þorðut þér þjóðlǫnd þorðut varða þjóðlǫnd rǫndu 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Unlike the previous two example comparisons, these couplets share no alliteration in 
common, but have the same first line skothending. Once again I would like to make the point 
that, alone, these similarities are small and easily dismissed; but amongst the increasingly 
large number of these reused or suspiciously similar word constellations found in the works 
of different skalds, a trend is clearly emerging. While it probably true that not every one of 
                                                          
141
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” v. 14, p. 271 
142
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, v. 15, p. 760 
143
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” v. 13, p. 318 
144
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 15, p. 246 
145
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” v. 12, p. 309 
146
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “ Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 12, p. 197 
147
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” v. 6, p. 269 
148
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, v. 7, p. 749 
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the couplet comparisons which appear in this paper is the result of appropriation between 
skalds, there is a high probability that at least some of them are. This does not necessarily 
mean that there was a prevalent culture of borrowing between different skalds in the medieval 





 centuries at least. The next example includes line similarities between three 
couplets by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and one from Óttarr svarti. The participating poems 
are “H fuðlausn,” 149 150 “Erfidr pa om kong Harald hårdråde,”151 152 and “Magnúsdr pa.”153 
154
  
Table 25 “Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde” and “Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld 























































10 H Atgǫngu Yngvi ætt Atgǫngu Yngvi siklinga mikla 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
The frequent occurrence of “yngvi” as the second alliterating word of the first line each 
respective couplet, alongside the use of a variation on the root “gang-,” most frequently in 
this case “g ngu,” characterizes these examples. The “ganga” variations form a skothending 
with “yngvi” for the first line rhyme as well. Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld  seems especially 
taken up with this rhyming word pair and alliteration participant and uses it three times and in 
two different poems, while Óttarr svarti’s use of the same is remarkably similar to Arnórr 
Þórðarson’s, most significantly in the “Uppg ngu” examples. “Erfidr pa om kong Harald 
                                                          
149
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” v. 10, p. 270 
150
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, v. 10, p. 753 
151
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde,” v. 7, p. 323, v. 12, p. 324 
152
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Haraldsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 5, p. 265, v. 10, p. 271 
153
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Magnúsdrápa,” v. 16, p. 315 
154
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 16, p. 225 
155
 E=“Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde,” M= “Magnúsdrápa,” H= “Hǫfuðlausn” 
156
 Diana Whaley‘s edition has “arflógandi gnógan.” 
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hårdråde” is dated to c.a. 1067 for its date of composition,157 therefore, unless Arnórr 
Þórðarson is borrowing from his own potentially earlier work, it most likely that in this case 
that if any appropriation is being used it is on the part of Arnórr Þórðarson. It is also notable 
that Arnórr Þórðarson’s verse 7 first alliteration “ætt” is the same as Óttarr svarti’s verse 10’s 
third alliteration. This means that all three alliterating words of these couplets are shared 
between the two poets, but throughout three of Arnórr’s stanzas and two of his poems.  
Curiously, this particular couplet by Óttarr svarti participates in another similarity 
comparison with a couplet from Arnórr Þórðarson’s “Hrynhenda.”158 159 
Table 26 “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr 
svarti 


























9 Síðan suðr siklingr Síðan suðr/láði siklingr miklum 
Óttarr 
svarti 
10 Atgǫngu Yngvi ætt Atgǫngu Yngvi siklinga mikla 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
While this is not as telling a similarity as the previous example, the recurrence of Óttarr 
svarti’s tenth verse from “H fuðlausn” sharing a similarity with one of Arnórr Þórðarson 
jarlask ld’s poems is definitely worthy of note. The following three examples contain similar 





                                                          
157
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Erfidrápa om kong Harald hårdråde,” 322 
158
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” v. 9, p. 308 
159
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “ Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 9, p. 193 
160
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” v. 1, p. 268, v. 18, p. 272 
161
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, v. 1, p. 741, v. 19, p. 765 
162
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Magnúsdrápa,” v. 4, p. 312, v. 7, p. 312-313 
163
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 4, p. 212, v. 7, p. 216 
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Table 27 “Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti 



























7 engr annarr áðr engr þengill áðr láði 
Óttarr 
svarti 




4 Nóregs njóta nýtr létat njóta þengill lengi 
Óttarr 
svarti 
1 dǫglings dýrka dýr verk dýrka þengill lengi 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
The first of the above examples shares “engr” and “ ðr” as each poem’s respective first and 
third alliteration. Interestingly both alliterations take part in their respective line’s hending in 
the first word of each rhyming pair and each poem shares the same second line, second 
rhyming word “l ði.” The second example has fewer words in common, but the similar words 
participate in the second line aðalhending and both example pairs have exactly the same 
forms for each repeated word. Just as in Table 25, the next example has multiple similarities 
from Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld’s poems also found in Óttarr svarti’s. The relevant couplets 
for this example are once again from “H fuðlausn,”164 165 and “Magnúsdr pa,”166 167 





                                                          
164
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” v. 9, p. 269-270 
165
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, v. 9, p. 752 
166
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Magnúsdrápa,” v. 6, p. 312, v. 9, p. 313 
167
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 6, p. 215, v. 9, p. 218 
168
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” v. 18, p. 320 
169
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “Þórfinnsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 12, p. 243 
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18 Þ Harri hverri Hjaltlands Harri hverri Hjaltlands branda 
Óttarr 
svarti 
9 H laut létti lands laut létti lands171 branda 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
In this instance, it is the second line aðalhending that shares the most similarities between 
these poems, although it would seem that “land-“ and “branda” would be a common enough 
word pair within heroic Old Norse poetry in general. What is most interesting is that the 
second line alliterating words, although all beginning with different letters, include the word 
“land-“ on its own in Óttarr svarti’s case or as the latter part of a compound. The final 
example of similarity between the works of these two skalds includes couplets from 
“H fuðlausn” 172 173 and “Hrynhenda.”174 175 
Table 29 “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa” by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld and “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr 
svarti 




























4 skjǫldungr skǫrum skeiðar skjǫldungr hvélðan skeiðar reiði 
Óttarr 
svarti 
15 skatti skreyttu skeið skatti skreyttu skeið reiði 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
                                                          
170
 Þ= “Þórfinnsdrápa.“ M= “Magnúsdrápa,” H= “Hǫfuðlausn” 
171
 Matthew Townend’s edition has “landfolk.” 
172
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” v. 15, p. 271 
173
 Ottarr svarti, “Hǫfuðlausn,” ed. Matthew Townend, v. 15, p. 760 
174
 Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, “Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” v. 4, p. 306-307 
175
 Arnórr jarlaskáld Þórðarson, “ Hrynhenda, Magnúsdrápa,” ed. Diana Whaley, v. 4, p. 187 
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In this final pair of couplets, it’s the second line alliteration and hending that are shared 
between these two poets. With the addition of this example, there are a total of nine different 
instances where a poem by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld shares common word constellations 
with Óttarr svarti’s “H fuðlausn.” Add this to the six similarities with Glúmr Geirason and 
the five with other poets; including one with Eyvindr Finnsson skáldaspillir, one with the 
anonymous author of “Oddmjór,” another with Þorleifr jarlsskáld Rauðfeldarson and two 
more with Þórbj rn hornklofi’s “Glymdr pa,” all of whom are likely earlier sources from 
which Arnórr could conceivably borrow, and a significant body of evidence for this method 
of composition is constructed. It is certainly a possibility that a large enough number of these 
are coincidence and that no pattern truly exists, or that the authorship of a number of these 
couplets is incorrect and in fact the result of later scribes filling in missing verses, but it 
seems unlikely to me that either of these is the case. At least in the case of Arnórr Þórðarson 
jarlaskáld there seems to be a definite pattern of appropriation from earlier works. Two a 
lesser degree, this is also true of Glúmr Geirason and the other poets discussed earlier in this 
paper, especially in the cases of the first four very similar poems. Glúmr Geirason’s poems 
show signs of both borrowing from earlier works as well as being borrowed from by an 
assortment of later poets.  
2.7 Óttarr svarti 
Because of the uncertain dating of Arnórr Þórðarson jarlask ld’s poetry to later in the 11th 
century, we can presume that for the majority of the previous comparisons between the two 
poets it is Arnórr who is instigating most of the appropriation, but what of Óttarr svarti? Does 
he show any sign of using the same possible method for oral composition by borrowing from 
his own certain predecessors? To find out if this method may have been used by Óttarr as 
well, we will now look a few more comparisons in which Óttarr svarti shares similarities with 
earlier poets. But first, it would help to provide a little background on Óttarr svarti, as he is a 
significant poet to this study. Óttarr was considered an important skald of the late Viking Age 
and served as poet to Sveinn tjúguskegg Haraldsson, Knútr inn ríki Sveinsson, Óláfr sœnski 
Eiríksson, Ǫnundr Ól fsson, King Ól fr inn helgi Haraldsson, and Dala-Guðbrandr. Óttarr 
svarti is best known for his poem “H fuðlausn,” which appears frequently in this paper, 
composed in honor of King Óláfr Haraldsson of Norway and influenced, in regard to the 
King‘s viking expeditions, by his friend and possible uncle Sigvatr Þórðarson‘s 
41 
 
“Víkingrvísur.”176 This reliance on earlier poetry could be a good indicator that examples 
might be found of Óttarr appropriating alliteration or hending from other earlier works. The 
first examples that could evidence Óttarr svarti’s use of appropriation within his own poetry 
come from the poems “H fuðlausn” from c.a. 1023177 178 and “H konardr pa” by Goþþormr 







Table 30 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “Hákonardrápa” by Goþþormr sindri 



























5 svanbræðir síðan Svíþjóðar svanbræðir síðan Svíþjóðar hrjóða 
Goþþormr 
sindri 
1 svangœðir síðan sótti181 svangœðir síðan sótti flótta 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
These couplets share first line alliterating and hending words with variations on “svan-“ 
compounds and “síðan” participating in both. Just as with the previous examples, there is a 
possibility that, taken alone, this could be purely coincidence, but the similarly suffigated 
nouns “svanbræðir” and “svangœðir” make this less likely, especially when coupled with the 
additional examples which have presented themselves in my data and merit adding to the 
body of evidence. The next such is from “H fuðlausn” and a “Lausavísur” by Egill 
Skallagrímsson from c.a. 925.
182
 
Table 31 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “Lausavísur” by Egill Skallagrímsson 


























Óttarr svarti 13 Valfasta vestan veðrǫrr Valfasta vestan veðrǫrr knǫrru 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
11 Valkǫstum vestan vang Valkǫstum vestan vang 
Merkis
-tangir 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
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Like the previous example, these couplets share a “val-“ compound as their first alliterating 
word and “vestan” as the second. Both participate in the first line skothending as well as the 
alliteration and the use of the same compound root for the first alliteration and the same word 
for the second mirrors the previous example surprisingly closely. In both of these examples, 
the couplets by Óttarr svarti should be much younger than those by Egill Skallagrímsson and 
Goþþormr sindri and, as such, this would imply that any borrowing at play in these examples 
is being done by Óttarr. The next example of word constellation similarity is shared by Óttarr 
and two other poets, both contemporary and earlier. Couplets from “Lausavísur,” by Bj rn 





 and “H fuðlausn,” again from c.a. 1023 share these similarities with one another. 
Table 32 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti, “Lausavísur” by Bjǫrn Arngeirsson hítdœlakappi and 
“Lausavísur” by Torf-Einarr jarl 






























14 en út allhvass en hrannir allhvass falla 
Torf-Einarr jarl 5 ungs Eyjum allvalds - - allvalds falli 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Óttarr svarti and his contemporary Bj rn Arngeirsson hítdœlakappi share the root “all-“ for 
their second line alliteration and have forms of “fall-“ paired with “all-“ for their second line 
aðalhending. As the two poems are composed very closely together, albeit slightly earlier for 
Bj rn Arngeirsson, the poets would have had a good chance to be familiar with one another’s 
works and Óttarr svarti could have borrowed some alliteration and hending ideas from his 
contemporaries slightly earlier work. When compared to Torf-Einarr’s much earlier 
composition however, it is apparent that the similarities between the two couplets are much 
greater. Óttarr svarti and Torf-Einarr’s couplets share “allvald-“ as their second line 
alliterating word and pair it with forms of “fall-.“ It is possible that the two later poets were 
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inspired by their predecessor from the previous century or from one another, but whatever the 
case may be there is a good argument here for interconnectivity and potential borrowing 
between these poets and their works. The next instance where appropriation by Óttarr svarti 




Table 33 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “Sigurðardrápa” by Kormákr Ǫgmundarson 


























Óttarr svarti 10 aldar aldri eldr aldar aldri eldr beldir 
Kormákr 
Ǫgmundarson 
4 gekk gjallan Gauts Svall gjallan eld beldi 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Only the second line aðalhending shares any similarity in this verse and, again, alone the 
hending word pair of “eld-“ and “beld-“ could easily be no more than coincidence and 
unworthy of any special consideration, but for the sake of the greater argument there is a 
chance that this similarity resulted from Óttarr’s appropriation of the hending from the earlier 
Kormákr. Another example comes from “H fuðlausn” and “Sendibítr” by Jórunn sk ldmær 







Table 34 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “Sendibítr” by Jórunn skáldmær 


























Óttarr svarti 11 guldut gunnar goll guldut sjaldan goll þollar 
Jórunn 
skáldmær 
4 geðharðir gerðu golls geðharðir gerðu golls þollum 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
These couplets share ‘g’ alliteration and the second line alliteration and first word of a 
hending pair “goll-,“ which is accompanied by “þoll-“ as the second hending word. The 
combined second line alliteration and hending always add an additional degree of similarity 
when they occur together and by this standard, these couplets share more in common than the 
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previous example. The next comparison comes again from Korm kr Ǫgmundarson’s 






Table 35 “Lausavísur” by Óttarr svarti and “Sigurðardrápa” by Kormákr Ǫgmundarson 


























Óttarr svarti 1 mær markar meir mær stjóri meir fleira 
Kormákr 
Ǫgmundarson 
5 mǫg mæran meir gerik mæran meir fleira 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
As in the previous example, these couplets share their second line alliteration and hending. 
Identical forms of “meir” and “fleira” comprise the third word of each couplet’s ‘m’ 
alliteration and each second line’s aðalhending. Each word also has the same position in their 
respective lines, specifically as the first and last words of their lines. The next two couplets 
for comparison come once again from “H fuðlausn”192 193 and “Lausavísur” by Egill 
Skallagrímsson from c.a. 925.
194
 
Table 36 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “Lausavísur” by Egill Skallagrímsson 


























Óttarr svarti 9 Engla jǫrðu ótt ferð jǫrðu ótt flótta 
Egill 
Skallagrímsson 
9 Áleifr jǫfri ótt Áleifr jǫfri ótt flótta 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
These two verses share vowel alliteration and the second line, third alliterating word “ótt” 
which also participates in the second line hending with “flótta.” The forms are once again 
identical in both couplets, as is their place as the first and last words of their lines. Also worth 
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mentioning about this example is the similar sounds of the first line, second alliterating words 
“j rðu” and “j fri” which share the “j ” beginning sound and ‘j’ alliteration. This particular 
verse by Óttarr svarti is the same verse that appears in Table 28 from earlier in this paper and 
Egill Skallagrímsson’s appears in Table 6, both as likely objects of appropriation by other 
skalds. Again “H fuðlausn” participates in the next example, alongside Þórhallr veiðimaðr’s 
“Lausavísur” from c.a. 1003.195 Again, as an earlier composition, this couplet by Þórhallr has 
the potential to be the subject of appropriation by Óttarr svarti. 
Table 37 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “Lausavísur” by Þórhallr veiðimaðr 

























Óttarr svarti 15 þú Þróttar þings sóttir Þróttar þings hingat 
Þórhallr 
veiðimaðr 
1 mik meiðar malmþings kvǫ ðu meiðar malmþings hingat 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
Once again, these couplets share second line alliteration and hending word pairs. Also, as in 
earlier examples, the third alliterating words for each couplet are actually different 
alliterations, but both contain “þings” as either a standalone word or the second part of a 
compound. These “þings” are paired with “hingat” to form the second line aðalhending. This 
brings us to the last comparison involving Óttarr svarti and an earlier poet which I have 
discovered in my data collection. The final comparison is between Óttarr svarti’s 
“H fuðlausn”196 197 and the nearly contemporary Bersi Sk ldtorfuson’s “En flok om kong 
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Table 38 “Hǫfuðlausn” by Óttarr svarti and “En flok om kong Olaf” by Bersi Skáldtorfuson 


























Óttarr svarti 14 Eigi ægi ér Eigi ægi fóruð stóran 
Bersi 
Skáldtorfuson 
2 svaltungur* sungu* saman svaltungur* sungu* fórum stórar 
Source Appendix I: Poetry Comparison Data 
In this final example, only the second line hending words are the same and a number of 
reconstructed words are present in Bersi’s couplet. The similarities are present here however, 
although they are small, and thus this example can be added to the body of possible evidence 
for appropriation on the part of Óttarr svarti. Verse 14 of “H fuðlausn” also took part in 
another comparison in Table 23 with a verse by Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld earlier in this 
paper, which is worthy of note. So far in this paper, there has been evidence that Glúmr 
Geirason, Arnórr Þórðarson jarlaskáld, and Óttarr svarti most prolifically, as well as a number 
of other poets, potentially borrowed certain alliteration and hending word combinations from 
earlier skalds and incorporated those words and phrases both subtly and sometimes seemingly 
blatantly into their own poetry. The first four examples, and to a slightly lesser degree the 
fifth as well, all show significant signs of this appropriation, as well as the following 
examples to varying lesser degrees. With the smaller examples involving only small word 
constellations, word pairs, or repeated single line hending and alliteration combinations, the 
sheer abundance of such examples, especially when they appear more than once between the 
same authors or poems, is what indicates the potential for appropriation even when it 
involves only small or subtle borrowings. There exist just from my own analysis of almost 
3000 lines of skaldic poetry many more examples of similarity between different poets and 




 centuries and a few more possibly from the 12
th
. While I can by no 
means discuss all the collected examples from my research in this paper, I think it would be 
edifying to give a brief overview of the comparison data that I cannot discuss at this time. 
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3 Data Overview and Analysis 
Out of 1486 couplets from poetry of relevant meter, although a few lines of some of the 
poems did not always have both hending and alliteration to analyze, there are 240 examples 
of similarities between couplets by different skalds. This is roughly 16% of the analyzed 
couplets that share similarity in alliteration or hending word constellations with other poems 
by different authors. 37 different named skalds and five different anonymous poems are 
represented with varying frequency in the word constellation similarity data set and 16 of 
these appear more than three times with different comparisons. This is from the original pool 
of 68 different skalds and 19 anonymous poems. Assuming the anonymous poems have 
different authors, about 48.3% of the poets share alliteration and hending similarity with at 
least one other poet in at least one couplet, frequently more than one. This means that nearly 
half of all the skalds with couplets which I have analyzed for this paper have at least the 
potential to have participated as either the object, or user, of appropriation. This is of course 
an oversimplification, as a statistician could surely come up with a more accurate way to 
incorporate the number of times each poet appears, the length of their poems, the times of 
composition, and various other data into a more accurate and statistically significant analysis, 
but I think that even if this study falls short of definitely proving the use of appropriation as 
an oral compositional strategy for skaldic poetry, it still makes a good case for the existence 
of such methods throughout the period of oral skaldic composition. In order to form a clearer 
picture of how this kind of appropriation might play a role throughout the breadth of the 
entire corpus of skaldic poetry would require an analysis of the alliteration and hending of a 
much larger number of couplets, if not the entire corpus. A complete study with advanced 
statistical analysis would be ideal of course, but there is still a lot that can be gained from this 
study and sample size and, whether or not one is convinced of the presence of appropriation 
as a relatively common method for aiding in the oral composition of skaldic poetry, there is 
definitely enough evidence here to merit further inquiry. 
3.1 Composition, Formulae, and Authorship 
The potential use of appropriation as a compositional strategy can result in both the 
somewhat obvious similarities between different couplets seen toward the beginning of this 
paper, as well as the more subtle instances that occur much more frequently in my study. 
Without analyzing alliteration and hending, these similar word constellations are by no means 
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obvious and thus, if borrowing between poets was indeed a compositional strategy, they 
allow for a great degree of individuality and uniqueness for each poet and their work. Subtly 
modifying convenient alliterations and hendings to better fit the circumstances and metrical 
considerations of different poems would have allowed skalds a great deal of leeway in 
implementing such appropriated words and this would provide a framework of use that also 
allows for originality in composition. As Elena Gurevich states in her article on “The system 
of kennings;” “Normally, skalds do not create entirely new kennings but constantly re-create 
the already existing traditional kennings, only providing them with a new verbal form.”199 
The kenning system thus required skalds to use “a traditional language of kennings…” but 




There does not appear to be a traditional vocabulary of alliteration and hending word 
constellations to guide skalds as there is with heiti for kenning, but variation does seem to be 
prevalent even if appropriation is in use in the aforementioned examples and the rest of the 
data set. Because there are very few examples of these similarities occuring more than 
between just two different poems or poets, it seems unlikely that the similar word 
constellations are the result of an oral compositional method of formulaic phrases or word 
combinations being reused by multiple skalds. If such formulae had existed in skaldic 
composition, they would have limited the originality of compositions and perhaps, as 
Gurevich argues is the case for kenning, variation and individuality were important enough to 
Old Norse skalds that frequently occuring phrases and word combinations were unpopular. 
The ability to appropriate a skilled alliteration or hending or combination thereof into a new, 
different, and unique work, would have provided aide in the oral composition of skaldic 
verse, while at the same time giving leeway for variation and orginality.  
 
Appropriation when done subtly or altered significantly to create a unique and independent 
work within a different poetic context might have been viewed as acceptable or perhaps went 
unnoticed to the audience, but blatant plagiarism is thought to have existed from skalds like 
Auðunn illskælda
201
 and Eyvindr skáldaspillir
202




 centuries respectively, 
both of whom potentially used another poet’s work in their own composition and may have 
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earned their nick-names because of this plagiarism. Skaldic poets were concerned enough 
with authorship and aware enough of other people’s compositions that they could both 
plagiarize and identify plagiarism as the situation demanded. This knowledge of the skaldic 
corpus would have provided the basis for skalds like those that I have already mentioned to 
appropriate from one another and know enough to make subtler uses of whatever they may 
have borrowed. It is also true that the audience’s knowledge of the skaldic corpus would have 
necessitated that any borrowed or appropriated lines from other works would have to be 
clever enough and unique enough to pass their scrutiny or perhaps brazen enough to be 
considered a quotation, reworking, or paraphrase from a popular skald, rather than 
plagiarism. If the aforementioned poets in this paper wished to avoid labels like “bad-poet” or 
“poet-spoiler” themselves, then the subtletly of the majority of the alliteration and hending 
word combinations is all the more reasonable. This would also imply that any tradition of 
appropriation that existed would not necessarily have been something that poets wanted each 
other to know about; even if a significant number participated in this compositional method, 
variation and originality were prized highly enough that such methods would not be widely 
encouraged. A simpler way to summarize this phenomenon is perhaps that skalds simply 
sought inspiration from one another’s works and sought to incorporate useful or clever word 
constellations into their own alliteration and hending. Plagiarism is too strong a term for the 
majority of these examples and thus appropriation or borrowing are the most appropriate 
ways to describe the phenomenon central to this paper. 
3.2 Conclusion 
It has been my goal for this study to determine whether oral formulae played any role in the 
composition of skaldic poetry or if some other compositional strategy can be reconstructed 
from data collected on alliteration and hending word constellations from skaldic poetry. It is 
my conclusion that little or no oral formulae can be said to have been used in skaldic 
composition in relation to alliterative and hending word constellations. This includes the 
definition of oral formulae by Milman  Parry as translated by Frog, “…the formula can be 
defined as an expression which is regularly used, under the same metrical conditions, to 
express a particular essential idea…”203 or any variation thereupon which allows for the 
frequent reuse of useful word constellations or phrases involving hending or alliteration. This 
can said to be true because of the relatively infrequent number of recurrences of the same 
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word constellations between many different skalds. Most of these recurrent word 
constellations are found only between two different poets or possibly multiple times in one 
poets’ works, but still only between two individual poets. Rather than oral formulae, it seems 
the repetition observed from the collected data indicates that inter-skaldic poetic knowledge 
likely led to the appropriation of some carefully chosen alliterating or rhyming word 
combinations from one poet´s work into another’s. There is the possibility that this could 
indeed be the result of formulae, but that a large enough portion of the corpus has been lost 
that only pairs of similar couplets remain to be found. This seems unlikely however, as there 
is no reason to suspect that oral transmission would favor two couplet pairs over more 
frequent repetitions and, as such, appropriation seems, once again, the more likely reason for 
these similarities. It would also be reasonable to expect exceptions where more than three 
similar couplets appear, without them being representative of oral formulae. These phrases 
can not be said to be reccurrent formulaic patterns, but could indicate that appropriation and 
sometimes even seemingly extensive plagiarism were used to at least some degree by a 





centuries throughout the Old Norse region.  
 
Dating and authorial accuracy is always a concern when discussing skaldic poetry and a 
number of these similarities could be the result of later scribes ascribing their own poetry or 
reparations to missing or incomplete older poetry to earlier poets. The majority of the 
collected data for this thesis comes from the poems whose dating is assigned to these 
centuries, from which little to no method of recording oral poetry existed other than by word 
of mouth and runic inscriptions. The majority of the poetry examined in this study is 
therefore not recorded until the late 12
th
 century and afterwards, like almost all the skaldic 




 centuries, and therefore the accuracy of its recording after 
potentially centuries of oral transmission is necessarily suspect.
204
 In order to determine 
whether appropriation existed as an oral compositional strategy just for pre-literate or post-
literate skalds or if it is found throughout the corpus, a more extensive study of late poetry is 
necessary and, indeed, a survey of the entire skaldic corpus is ideal, but as the majority of the 




 centuries it is difficult to say if 
whether the similarities seen in the data are the work of the attributed authors themselves or 
the later manuscript scribes alterations. The large number of these possible word constellation 
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similarities does, in my opinion, support the presence of appropriation as a compositional 




 centuries at the very least. The large number of similar 
word constellations between different poets, coupled with the concept of plagiarism and the 
remarkable knowledge of the skaldic corpus by contemporary skalds, creates an environment 
in which subtle and not so subtle appropriation or borrowing likely existed to some degree. 
The dating of this method of assistance to oral composition is much less concrete and in order 
to discover if these similarities are found potentially in later poetry as well as early would 
require further research.  
 
Difficulties with dating the oral compositional technique of appropriation aside, it my 
conclusion that the many skalds mentioned in this paper, especially Glúmr Geirason, Arnórr 
Þórðarson jarlaskáld, and Óttarr svarti, and those appearing in the rest of my data which 
appears in the appendices, appropriated word constellations from their contemporaries and 
forerunners. These appropriations differ in the manner in which they are used by these poets; 
appearing both frequently and sparingly, blatantly and subtly, and differing poet to poet. The 
frequent appropriation from one poet or poem could indicate that there were certain poets or 
works that were more popular or well-known than others and that these became a kind of 
canonical tradition to contemporary and later skalds. Appropriating from any of these works 
did not mean abandoning originality or pride of composition for the appropriating poets 
however, and where borrowed word constellations appear, there are, for the most part, very 
different contexts, word-compounds, or other variations which alter these similar word 
combinations’ meaning and purpose. This method would have allowed convenient or well 
liked alliterations, hendings, or a combination of the two to be reused and altered, much like 
kennings, but did not require the knowledge of the vocabulary needed for mastery of 
kennings, but rather an extensive knowledge of a skald’s predecessors’ poetic works. The 
various uses of appropriation and the resulting word constellation similarity between skalds 
not only provides a new perspective from which to understand the oral compositional 
techniques used by Old Norse poets, but also reinforces our understanding of the importance 
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The data from this section has been taken from Heimskringla.no and is in a raw format. All 
data analyzed from the following spreadsheets and included in this paper has been edited and 
double-checked within both Finnur Jónsson‘s edition, from which the website gathered its 
information, and from more recent editions of the relevant stanzas to this paper where 
possible. The hending and alliteration word constellations have also been analyzed more 
carefully in the paper than in the raw data that follows. 
The following spreadsheets include first the compiled word combination similarities between 
different poets’ and poems’ hending and alliteration which are then followed by the complete 
spreadsheets of collected data from the relevant poetry thus far compiled. The comparison of 
similarites spreadsheet is organized by each alliteration and hending column alphabetically in 
order to identify recurring words between different poets and poems. The spreadsheets of all 
the gathered data are organized alphabetically by skald and poem. 
These spreadsheets are divided by columns into categories organized by first, second, and 
third alliteration, followed by the first and second hending of the first line of the couplet and 
then the first and second hending words of the second line. The next column is verse, which 
will keep the relevant poems couplets together by verse, but not necessarily in the order they 
appear in each stanza in Finnur’s edition. This is followed by the names of the poems and 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix II: Full Alliteration and Hending Data 
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